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dwp wins Best Office design at
Perspective Awards 2011
THOUGHTS
The Perspective Awards 2011 announced the winners
in a gala awards ceremony recently, at The … More
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Arabian Nightmare
There are very few architects or designers who don’t want to be
in Saudi Arabia at the moment –… More
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dwp has been Highly Commended at the recent Thailand Property
Awards 2011, in recognition of the Commercial Architectural
Design for the Crystal Design Centre.

Architect claims Dubai failed by trying to
recreate Tokyo skyscrapers
New York architect, Danny Forster, of Danny Forster Design
Studio, claims Dubai made a big mistake i… More
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DWP WINS BEST
OFFICE DESIGN AT
PERSPECTIVE
AWARDS 2011
The Perspective Awards
2011 announced the winners
in a gala awards ceremony
recently, at The … More

DWP RECEIVES
‘HONOURABLE
MENTION’ FROM IIDA
GLOBAL EXCELLENCE
AWARDS
dwp has won an
‘Honourable Mention’ from
the International Interior
Design Association (IIDA)’s
2nd Annual … More

HOSPITALITY DESIGN
EXPERT, MERIEM
HALL, JOINS DWP
Design worldwide
partnership, dwp, has
appointed Meriem Hall as its
new hospitality regional
director. Hall … More

In an awards ceremony held in Bangkok last month, the 6th
annual Thailand Property Awards, celebrated the Thailand real
estate industry achievements and high level of quality.
dwp | design worldwide partnership was delighted to receive the
‘Highly Commended’ recognition for Commercial Architectural
Design of its outstanding work on the Crystal Design Centre in
Bangkok.
“We, at dwp, are very proud of all of our work and it is indeed an
honour to receive this commendation from the Thailand Property
Awards,” said Brenton Mauriello, group CEO, dwp.

Map of architecture and interior design
Twitter users takes off
A map that charts members of the interior design, architecture
and consultants (to architects) indus… More
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INDEX: six dedicated shows & 20 national
pavilions
INDEX 2011 will feature over 800 exhibitors spread across
20,000 square metres, with international b… More
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Masterplans delivered for Indian cricket
communities
Design firm Broadway Malyan has delivered masterplans for up
to 12 Indian communities built around c… More

“Being recognised internationally and locally, for our design talent
and our work, is incredibly satisfying, as we strive for excellence in
every single project.”
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